#1 NOTE SAMPLE:

Today, your training begins.
Please remember the Oath you have taken.
Listen and Learn.

#2 NOTE SAMPLE:

Understand the needs of your community by serving your community.
Be Compassionate.

#3 NOTE SAMPLE:

Congratulations!
Please wear your White Coat with pride and serve with compassion.
Today and Always.

#4 NOTE SAMPLE:

An extraordinary person will become an extraordinary doctor.
An extraordinary doctor constantly cares.

#5 NOTE SAMPLE:

Real doctors spend time looking beyond reports
And strive to understand suffering and pain.
#6 NOTE SAMPLE:

Medicines can cure,
But a good doctor’s inspirational words
Can give strength to fight from within.

#7 NOTE SAMPLE:

Any doctor can prescribe,
But only a few good ones can really heal.
Be a Healer!

#8 NOTE SAMPLE:

Good doctors know how to prescribe the most important drug of all –
A positive attitude.
Always.